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NOTES FOR AUTHORS
Israel Journal o f  Entomology, a peer-review journal, will publish original 

contributions in all aspects of Entomology. Authors are entirely responsible for 
statements, whether of fact or opinion.

MANUSCRIPTS
Manuscripts, in English only are considered on the understanding that their con

tents would not be published elsewhere. If a preliminary announcement relating to the 
contents of the paper has already been published, this must be stated.

Papers should be concisely written. The “Style Manual for Biological Journals” 
contains much useful guidance. Manuscripts in triplicate must be typed on a regular 
type writer, doubled spaced, on one side, of a page of white quarto paper. The title of 
the paper should be informative, but preferably not exceed twenty words. An abstract 
provided at the beginning of the paper, will indicate the main aspects of the subject, to 
be followed by 5-7 key words. Words which are to be italicized in print, Latinized 
genus — and species-group names, should be underlined with a single, solid line. No more 
than three categories of subheadings are allowed; footnotes to text should be kept to a 
minimum.

SPELLING
Spelling and terminology should be consistent throughout. Scientific names should 

be underlined and followed by the name of the first describer, written out in full. Names 
of localities in Israel will be given as they are transliterated in the latest issue of “List of 
settlements, localities and antiquity sites, Survey of Israel, Ministry of Labour” . Regions 
in Israel and nearby areas should follow the “fauna Palaestina” map (as in Theodor, 0 . 
1975. Fauna Palaestina, Insecta I: Diptera Pupipara. The Israel Academy of Sciences 
and Humanities, Jerusalem).

TABLES
Tables should be kept to a minimum and must be typed on separate sheets; their 

approximate position being indicated in the manuscript. The same data should not be 
given both in tables and graphs.

REFERENCES
1. In the text, reference to the literature should conform to the “name-and-date" 
system, e.g. — Williams(1929); (Bodenheimer, 1938); Jones and Smith (1950). Unpub
lished references are to be cited as author followed by either (personal communication), 
(unpublished) or (in press). Only the latter category will appear in the list of references, 
together with the title of the periodical to which it was submitted for publication.
2. When reference is made to taxonomic descriptions, or to quoted passages — the 
relevant page-nuinber(s) should follow the year, e.g. Brown (1939:25).
3. Where three or more authors are concerned, reference is made only to the first, 
followed by “eta l.” and the date: Thomson etal. (1945).
4. The list of references will be given at the end of the article, according to the 
following forms, with the titles o f  all periodicals unabbreviated.
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